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1. SUMMARY
The thermal models used for analyzing dendritic web growth and
calculating the thermal stress were reexamined to establish the validity
limits imposed by the assumptions of the models. Also, the effects of
thermal conduction through the gas phase were evaluated and found to be
small. New growth designs, both static and dynamic, were generated
using the modeling results. Residual stress effects in dendritic web
were examined. In the laboratory, new techniques for the control of
temperature distributions in three dimensions were developed. A new
maximum undeformed web width of 5.8 cm was achieved. A 58% increase in
growth velocity at 150 ym thickness was achieved with dynamic hardware.
The area throughput goals for transient growth of 30 and 35 cm^/min were
exceeded.
2. INTRODUCTION
Silicon dendritic web is a single-crystal silicon ribbon
material which provides substantial advantages for the low-cost
manufacture of solar cells. Growth from a melt of silicon without the
use of constraining dies is a significant feature of the process, which
results in an oriented single-crystal ribbon having excellent surface
characteristics. In common with other more typical processes such as
Czochralski growth, impurity rejection into the melt permits the use of
less pure "solar grade" starting material without significantly
affecting cell performance. A unique property of the dendritic web
process is the growth of long ribbons of controllable width and
thickness, which not only facilitates automation of subsequent
processing into solar cells, but also results in high material
utilization since cutting and polishing are not required.
On the present contract, three broad areas of work are
emphasized:
1. The development of thermal stress models in order to understand
the detailed parameters which generate buckling stresses, and
the application of these models to the development of new low-
stress design concepts.
2. Experiments to increase our understanding of the effect of
various parameters on the web growth process and to complement
and verify the results of the modeling effort.
3. The construction and utilization of an experimental web growth
machine which contains in a single unit all the mechanical and
electronic features developed previously so that experiments can
be carried out under tightly controlled conditions.
The principal objective of this work has therefore been to
expand our knowledge and understanding of both the theoretical and
experimental aspects of the web growth process to provide a solid base
for substantial improvements in both area throughput and web crystal
quality, and to develop the tools necessary to carry out this objective.
During this reporting period, the thermal models were used to
generate new low-stress growth configurations. Techniques and hardware
were developed to generate improved temperature distributions in the
growth system. Significant demonstrations included the area throughput
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goals for transient growth of 30 and 35 cm /min, a new maximum web width
of 5.8 cm, and a 58% improvement in growth velocity at standard
thickness using dynamic growth configurations.
3. TECHNICAL PROGRESS
3.1 Modeling and Material Analysis
3.1.1 Introduction
The modeling and material evaluation activities during the past
year can be grouped in three main catagories: 1) model evaluation and
modification, 2) design of new configurations, and 3) evaluation of
residual stress in dendritic web ribbons. The first area, model
evaluation and modification, includes a critique of the inherent
limitations of the existing models, especially the model for buckling
evaluation. The results indicate that the existing models are adequate
for present studies, but that certain modifications might well be made
if more accurate calculations are required for very wide web growth, In
addition, the possibility was investigated for including thermal
conduction through the furnace gas in the ribbon temperature model. It
was concluded that the heat transfer via gas conduction is so small
relative to the radiative heat transfer that it would be inappropriate
to modify the existing model at this time.
The second area, design of new growth configurations, considered
both the design of very low-stress configurations for wide growth and
the design of dynamically trimmed configurations for fast growth.
Several design guidelines were identified for low-stress systems and
appropriate hardware was fabricated. Parametric analysis identified LIN
(the position of the growth interface with respect to the bottom of the
crucible lid) as the most sensitive parameter for controlling speed and
again, experimental configurations were made to dynamically vary this
factor.
The final area covered in this section concerns the residual
stress observed in dendritic web crystals. The interpretation of split
width measurements is reviewed and interpreted in terms of the real
stress fields in the web crystals.
3.1.2 Evaluation of Stress and Buckling Models
During development of the models for calculating the thermal
stresses and buckling of dendritic web crystals, the model predictions
were tested as often as possible against the observed behavior of real
systems. The validity of the modeling seemed to be established by the
excellent agreement of the predicted critical buckling dimensions for
the J98M3A configuration and the observed web dimensions for which
buckling actually occurred. The comparison is shown in Figure 1, where
the solid represents the calculated boundary between flat and buckled
ribbon and the points represent the observed width and thickness at
which deformation actually occurred. With the development of improved,
low-stress growth systems such as the J460, web crystals have been grown
at widths that significantly exceed the predictions of the buckling
analysis at normal thicknesses, although the agreement is much better
for thin web crystals which buckle at relatively narrow widths. We have
reexamined the assumptions and application of the stress and buckling
models to see why the buckling calculations might become conservative
when applied to wider web growth.
One of the principal assumptions implicit in both the thermal
stress and the buckling calculations is the validity of the use of a
finite ribbon segment (finite element mesh) to represent the properties
of a semi-infinite ribbon (web crystal). Furthermore, in the
application of the model to parametric studies in which the ribbon width
is varied, the total length of the mesh has been maintained at ten
centimeters so that the aspect ratio of the ribbon segment becomes
smaller for wide web. This would obviously become a problem in the
extreme case of the segment length equal to its width since then a semi-
infinite ribbon would be represented by a square plate. It was the
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Figure 1. Buckling width versus thickness for J98M3A configuration.
Solid curve is the calculated dependence and the points are
observed values.
purpose of the present work to establish at least a qualitative
evaluation of the application limits of the present model configura-
tion. Each of the three models, temperature, stress, and buckling, was
examined to see what effect the width of the ribbon segment might have
on the validity of the results.
3.1.2.1 Temperature Model
The input data for all the stress calculations is a temperature
profile along the length of the web and the model, the calculations of
which have been discussed at length elsewhere. Since only a one-
dimensional temperature distribution is used in our present analyses,
the width of the ribbon is immaterial. However, should modeling of
ribbon segments longer than ten centimeters eventually be considered,
then the alternate numerical integration routines included in the code
may be required to provide reliable temperature data at larger distances
from the growth front. For our present purpose, however, the
temperature profile model can be dismissed as being pertinent to whether
a narrow or a wide web is being modeled.
3.1.2.2 Stress Model
One of the principal assumptions of both the stress and the
buckling models is the use of a finite ribbon segment (finite element
mesh) to represent the semi-infinite web crystal. The principal effect
of the finite segment in the stress analysis arises from the boundary
conditions that are used for the end of the segment which should be
"attached" to the balance of the ribbon. The two conditions most easily
accommodated by the finite element code are: 1) a "free" boundary so
that the longitudinal stress o and the shear stress a are both zero
x y^y
on the boundary or 2) a constant displacement uv on the boundary. TheA
effect of the "free" boundary condition has been discussed
(2)
previously ; briefly, it was found that the stress distributions are
perturbed for a distance approximately equal to the ribbon width. A
similar effect occurs when the constant displacement condition is
imposed, but in that case the stresses are increased rather than nulled
at the boundary. The two effects are shown in Figure 2 for the
longitudinal stress on the axis of a 2.7 cm ribbon. Also shown in the
figure is an approximate evaluation of the stress derived from the Boley
and Wiener series solution
(w2-3y2) (ctT)" (1)
By ten centimeters from the growth front, the temperature is
varying slowly enough so that the approximate solution should be quite
good, and while neither boundary condition gives results that agree with
the series solution, the free boundary (ax(10) = 0) is probably a better
choice. For meshes wider than about four centimeters, however, the
boundary effect would become much more serious and a longer mesh segment
should be used. For the present purposes, the effect is probably
tolerable for a four centimeter wide model; and more importantly, it
would underestimate the stresses and thus underestimate the tendency of
the ribbon to buckle.
3.1.2.3 Buckling Model
There are two aspects of the use of the buckling model itself
which could lead to a conservative prediction of the tendency for a
ribbon to deform. One is related to the size (aspect ratio) of the
finite element mesh and the other to the interpolation/extrapolation law
assumed in the analysis of the results.
The effect due to the mesh size is the neglect of the stiffening
contribution from the ribbon adjacent to the segment being modeled.
Physically, a growing crystal would be deformed over a much larger
length than the 10 cm segment being modeled; however, the mathematics of
the model do not consider the increase in internal energy associated
with that deformation. To some extent this neglect is compensated for
by neglecting the thermal strain energy as well, but the degree of
compensation is affected by the details of the stress distribution. For
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example, in some earlier, relatively high-stress configuration such as
the J98M3A, the major stress peak was large and relatively close to the
growth . front, as shown in Figure 3. Further, buckling occurred at the
relatively narrow width of about 2.7 cm for 150 ym thick ribbon. For
this case, the buckling predictions were in very good agreement with the
observed growth behavior. Further, model length effects were checked
for a similar configuration (the J181) and found to be negligible.
Increasing the segment length by 30 percent gave only a one percent
increase in the buckling eigenvalue, well within the uncertainty of the
numerical technique.' '
In the case of the J460, however, the stiffening effect may be
more pronounced. As seen in Figure 3, the major stress peak is smaller
and further from the interface. Furthermore, a buckling calculation at
3.95 cm gave an eigenvalue of 1.04, indicating that deformation was
imminent. Also, with a eigenvalue so near unity, interpolation errors
should be negligible. Nevertheless, actual growth experience indicates
that ribbons up to about 4.9 cm wide and 150 urn thick can be grown from
the configuration without deformation, so that the calculation is
obviously conservative. Neglect of the extra stiffening from the
balance of the ribbon seems a reasonable cause for this variance between
calculation and observation and should be even more pronounced for the
ultra-low stress J483.
Once the results of a buckling model are available, there is a
final step in the procedure which involves the interpretation of the
analysis. In general, the combination of the thermal profile and the
ribbon dimensions will not be "critical"; that is, it will be safely in
the flat regime of growth, or perhaps it should have buckled. The
particular state of affairs can be described in terms of the eigenvalue
X in the equation
[K] {A} = X [S] {A} (2)
where [K] is a stiffness matrix which depends on the ribbon dimensions
10
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Figure 3. Delta x-stress calculated for the J98M3, the J460, and the
J483 growth configurations.
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and elastic constants, [S] is the initial stress matrix resulting from
the imposed thermal field, and {A} the (unknown) deviation from
flatness. The eigenvalue X is in effect a multiplier which can be
applied equally to all the stress components at each node of the mesh.
If X<1, then the ribbon would have buckled; if X>1, then the ribbon
would be flat under the assumed conditions. The critical part of
interpreting the buckling results is to determine the critical ribbon
dimensions for which X = 1.
During the development of the model, buckling calculations were
run for a number of ribbon widths using temperature data for the rela-
tively high-stress J181 configuration. From the results it was found
_O f. O
that X varied approximately as W * , and this interpolation/
extrapolation law has been used since then for other configurations. It
_2
is useful to note that the stiffness, [K], should vary about as W and
that the "far" Ao peak at about 5 cm, shown in Figure 4, of the stress
distribution varies about as W . These two exponents would combine to
give the W * dependence found for X. The Ao parameter is, however,
only one measure of the stresses present in the system. If the stresses
were independent of the ribbon width, which is a reasonable approximation
for the stress peak at about 1 cm, then one might expect X to vary as
-2
W . Other components of the stress field have other width dependences
generally much less than W .
When very low-stress configurations are analyzed, X>>1 even at
the 3.95 cm width. Since wider width modeling is suspect, for the
reasons just discussed, extrapolation must be used to determine the
critical width. For example, the model of the J483 yielded X = 1'.848 for
— "\ f\ ^
3.95 cm web 150 urn thick. On the basis of W , this would imply that
_2
X = 1 at 4.68 cm, but on the basis of W , then X = 1 at W = 5.37 cm.
In the case of ribbons 300 \in thick, X = 4.662 and the corresponding
critical widths are 6.0 cm and 8.5 cm for the two extrapolation laws.
In reality, the critical width should lie between these two values.
However, in these cases, the ribbon-stiffening effect has not been
considered and hence even wider widths should be realized in practice.
12
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Figure A. Delta x-stress calculated for the J460 configuration at
ribbon widths of 1.7, 2.7, and 3.95 cm.
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3.1.2.4 Conclusions
The three component models used for buckling analysis have been
examined to find reasons why the model predictions might be conserva-
tive. The most likely reason appears to lie in the buckling model. As
very low-stress configurations are analyzed, wider ribbon segments have
been used without concommitant increase in segment length, and as a
result, the model becomes a somewhat less accurate representation of the
semi-infinite ribbon. The situation could be improved by, for example,
doubling the length of the ribbon segment being analyzed, a relatively
minor change in the stress or buckling models. In the case of the
temperature model which provides the initial input data, improvement in
the integration procedure would be required, a more than trivial
effort. Furthermore, we can make a rough estimate of the degree to
which the critical buckling width may be underestimated based on the
empirical data on the J460 configuration. Thus, the present methods of
analysis are reasonably serviceable for our present purposes.
One final aspect of the buckling model should be discussed;
namely, the type of deformation which is considered: symmetric (bowing)
or antisymmetric (twist). Both types can be modeled and both types have
been observed in actual growth. In practice, however, the symmetric or
bowing deformation is the most frequently observed with low-stress
configurations and most frequently serves to terminate the growth of
wide web material. In some situations, the growing crystal will
actually snap back and forth between the front and the back of the
growth slot in response to attempts to realign it with the web guides.
On the basis of these observations, the symmetric buckling case is
usually modeled and is the model case which generally agrees with
observations, as in Figure 1.
3.1.3 Gaseous Conduction Effects in the Temperature Model
The computer program which is used to calculate the temperature
profile in the growing crystal only considers radiative heat transfer
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between the ribbon and its surroundings. In principle, other mechanisms
such as conductive and convective heat transfer in the gas phase could
be included; however, some estimate to the magnitude of these mechanisms
is required to justify the added complexity of the model. Convective
transfer is beyond the scope of the present program; conductive effects
are the subject of this section.
An initial estimate of the importance of gas conduction can be
made by comparing conductive transfer with radiative transfer in a
critical region of the ribbon. For the present case, we will examine
the effects in the first few millimeters above the growth front. The
geometry for the analysis is shown in Figure 5. By virtue of the design
(J483 configuration, model case 9-53), the only elements "seen" by the
ribbon at the growth front are the outside ambient (300 K). The
radiative interchange with each element can be evaluated from the
(6)
equation
q = ea (T^ -T^ ) f.(6) (3)
where q is the radiative heat interchange per unit area, e is the
-12 2 4
emissivity (.6), a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10 w/cm K ),
T the absolute temperature of the ribbon, and T^ the temperature of the
ith element. The angular view factor f(6) is given by
f(6) = sin0i2 - sin6il (4)
where 6.51 and 8-2 are the subtending angles with respect to the web
surface normal for the ith element.
Similarly, the gaseous heat conduction per unit area (from both
sides of the web) can be estimated by the simple conduction equation
q(gas) = 2k (T - T j /£ (5)g
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas and Si is the
o
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Figure 5 — Geometry for gaseous conduction effects.
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perpendicular distance from the point on the web to the 1th element.
I/Ring 5.56 x 10 w/cm-K for the conductivity of ar^on at 1685 K, a
o
distance of £ = .3 cm, T-Tj = 95°K, and q = .35 w/cm . Table 1 compares
the various heat-transfer quantities for the ribbon element at the
interface (T = 1685 K), and It can be seen that at the Interface thermal
conduction changes the total heat transfer by only about 4%. Considera-
tion of the geometry and the web temperature profile suggests that this
is the location where the effect would be the largest and, on the basis
of the present data, the gas conduction is too small to warrant
including in the model.
Table 1
Heat-Transfer Quantities at the Interface (T = 1685°K)
r\
Element Element Temperature °K f(9) q W/cm
Cavity 1685 1 0
Lid 1 1590 .785 4.459
Lid 2 1585 .082 .489
Ambient 300 .133 3.644
Total Radiative Transfer 8.592
Estimated Gas Transfer .352 3.9%
Total 8.944
3.1.4 New System Designs
Design work for new dendritic web growth system has been
directed toward two principal areas: growth systems producing small
buckling stress to facilitate the growth of wider ribbon crystals and
growth systems which could be modified during operation (dynamically
trimmed) for greater throughput. Design guidelines were developed for
both types of systems and prototype systems were proposed.
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3.1.4.1 Low Buckling Stress Systems
Previous work in the development of growth systems for wide
crystals has suggested that the critical conditions for deformation of a
growing web ribbon are related to a longitudinal stress (a ) peak that
occurs several centimeters above the growth front. This peak, in turn,
could be related to a similar peak in the (aT)" characteristic of the
temperature profile in the web. Hence, the design philosophy for
reducing the tendency for deformation in wide crystals was to modify the
temperature profile to reduce the critical (aT)" peak. A guide to the
design of hardware which would achieve this goal was found in the
observation that this peak occurred where the ribbon emerged from the
shield stack and, further, that the height of the peak diminished as the
height of the shield stack increased.
Following these design guides, a growth system (now known as
J483) was modeled which had a lid/shield stack almost 6 cm tall. The
(aT)" characteristic of the temperature profile is shown in Figure 6.
The effects of the individual lower elements (lids, shields, spacers) is
evident in the first few centimeters; at higher positions the individual
element contributions are too small to be resolved.
The stress calculations based on the same temperature profile as
Figure 6 confirmed the anticipated low-stress magnitudes. One of the
critical stress parameters, Ac... [a (center)-a(edge)], has been plotted
A J\ X
for the J483 geometry in Figure 3 (Section 3.4.2); also shown are
similar curves for the J98M3A and the J460 geometries. It is readily
apparent that the stress calculated for the J483 is significantly less
than for the J460 configuration, the best of the prior designs. Both
the J460 and the J483 have similar stress peaks in the first centimeter
or so, which is reasonable since the lid design is the same for both
cases. Further up the ribbon, however, the stress maxima are about 190
2 2
Mdyn/cm for the J460 but only 93 Mdyn/cm for the J483.
The y-stress distribution also tends to be a maximum near the
growth front as shown in Figure 7. Again, this distribution is very
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similar to the corresponding curve for the J460 design. In fact, the
magnitude of the maxima and minima in the curve are generally somewhat
less than in the J460 case. As yet, an extensive comparison of residual
stress data for the J460 and the J483 is not available; however,
preliminary residual stress data suggest that the y-stress should be at
an acceptable level in the J483 design.
When buckling calculations were run on this configuration, the
resulting eigenvalues suggested that flat crystals in the 6 to 7 cm
range should be possible. For such wide, low-stress material, however,
the assumptions of the buckling analysis became less applicable (see
Sections 3.1.2) and the ultimate ribbon width must be validated by
experiment.
3.1.4.2 Dynamic Growth Configurations
The second area of growth system design was concerned with
systems that could be modified during the growth of a dendritic web
crystal. The concept of the dynamic growth system was based on the
proposition that optimum conditions for initiating growth may not be
optimum for high throughput of an already growing crystal, and that
overall better growth might be obtained if the growth configuration
could be changed while the crystal was growing.
Parametric studies using the temperature and stress models
indicated that there was very little that could be usefully done by
modifying the shield temperatures, slot widths, etc. The position of
the growth front with respect to the bottom of the lid, the LIN
parameter (shown in Figure 8), had a pronounced effect on the growth
speed, however, which made it a prime candidate for dynamic variation
during growth.
It has long been known that changes in melt height have signifi-
cant effects on web growth, especially in the velocity required to
maintain a constant thickness of the ribbon. Early work with
modeling'"' suggested that melt height changes could also influence the
21
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residual stresses in the material, and some experimental data tended to
confirm this observation. Recently, however, more sophisticated growth
systems have been developed within which the melt level effects on
stress are not quite as obvious, although the influence on growth
velocity at constant thickness is still significant. Following this
current experimental lead, modeling work was done to investigate the
effect of melt level within current growth configurations such as the
J460.<9>
Chosen for study was the standard J460 growth configuration,
shown schematically with the resulting '(aT)" curve in Figure 9 (taken
from Ref. 9); the concomitant delta x-stress curve is shown'as the curve
LIN = 0 in Figure 10. Additional modeling runs were then made for this
configuration with the interface 1 and 2 mm (LIN =0.1, 0.2 cm) below
the bottom of the lid. It was found that the changes in the delta
x-stress were negligible, the main effect being a slight shift of the
stress curve corresponding to the shift in the position of the growth
front. If, as suspected, the delta x-stress is a good measure of the
driving force for ribbon buckling, then changes in the melt height
should have little if any effect on the deformation of the web.
The changes in the y-stress components near the interface are
more evident but still relatively small. The three cases are shown in .
Figure 11, where it can be seen that as the melt level falls (LIN
increases), the y-stress on the ribbon centerline decreases slightly and
the maximum value at about 0.5 cm also decreases. Although the visco-
elastic deformation process is too complex for a detailed prediction of
the resulting residual stress, intuitively it would appear that the
lower melt .levels would produce lower stresses. Inspection of the
curves in Figure 11 shows that, while there is some difference between
the three cases, the differences in fact are relatively minor, and it
may be that the resulting stress differences will be too small to be
clearly evident in the material measurement. In fact, the J460 material
that has been evaluated all shows very low residual stress, and
23
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differences between material grown at high melts and that grown at low
melts are small.
The major differences between the high melt (UN = 0) and the
lower melts (LIN =0.1, 0.2) show up in the velocity effect, as seen in
Figure 12. The web partial velocity, YW> changes from 1.52 cm/min
(LIN = 0) to 1.18 cm/rain at LIN = 0.2; a similar, although much smaller,
.decrease occurs in the melt contribution to the velocity. The net
result is that changing the melt level (growth without replenishment)
drastically affects the attainable velocities for web growth. On the
other hand, the result shows that the melt height can be used as an
adjustable thermal parameter; growth could be initiated at a lower melt
level where seeding seems to be easier, and then the melt level gradually
increased to allow a relatively fast speed for steady-state growth.
3.1.5 Residual Stress Studies
One of the parameters which can be used to evaluate the quality
of dendritic web crystals is the residual stress present in the ribbons.
Although a residual stress field must exist in those crystals which have
buckled or otherwise show some permanent deformation, we shall for the
present purposes only consider the residual stresses in that material
which is macroscopically flat and straight. From a practical viewpoint,
such residual stress has not generally been considered deleterious
unless it was large enough to interfere with the handling of the
crystals, or unless the associated dislocations have degraded the
electrical quality of the silicon. Neither situation has been a serious
concern for several years.
Our renewed interest in the residual stress of dendritic web
crystals arises from the potential of using the parameter as a measure
of the thermal stress conditions near the growth front in a growing
crystal. The propensity of a growing crystal to deform apparently
provides a measure of the stresses away from the growth front, and
residual stress can serve the same diagnostic function near the freezing
27
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Figure 12 — Variation of the web contribution to growth velocity with
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interface. Although the actual magnitude of the residual stresses is
small, they appear to be a characteristic of the specific growth
configuration and even of the growth conditions, e.g., coil position,
melt height, and possibly even the convective flow of the furnace gas
near the crystal. Furthermore, it now seems appropriate to consider the
possible interaction of the residual stress fields with the thermal
stresses. Our stress modeling has so far assumed an elastic medium, an
assumption justified on the basis that the measured residual stresses
have been very small compared to the calculated thermal stresses. With
advanced growth systems, however, the thermal stresses have been reduced
to a magnitude where the observed residual stresses could be as much as
10 or even 20% of the elastic thermal stresses. Under such conditions,
a somewhat more careful consideration of the residual stress seems
warranted.
In our•laboratory,. residual stress in a web crystal has been
defined operationally in terms of the curvature of the split in a ribbon
which has been fractured down its centerline (see Appendix 1). The
"residual stress" in the crystal has then been taken as the surface (or
edge) stress resulting when a similar (half) strip was bent to the same
curvature. This parameter has been useful as a semiquantitative measure
of the suitability, of the material for device fabrication: above about
2
80 Mdyn/cm (8 MPa, 1184 psi), the material may be difficult to handle
without danger of spontaneous fracture and would be considered highly
2
stressful; below about 10 Mdyn cm , the material would be "low stress";
2below about 2 Mdyn/cm , the uncertainty of the technique, the material
would be "zero stress." While such measurements and definitions are
useful for the classification of the material and for evaluation of the
growth systems, it tends to obscure the fact that the actual stress in
the crystal is a spatially dependent tensor.
In fact, the situation is somewhat simpler than it might be.
Measurements made at intervals along a long web crystal .indicate that
the stress or, more properly, the curvature, is essentially constant so
that
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(6)
For the plane stress case with constant curvature (for wide webs
the bounding dendrites have a negligible contribution to the moment of
inertia), equilibrium considerations require that the stress field have
only a a component, which can vary across the width of the strip, i.e.,
only ox(y) * 0.
In the half ribbon, this stress distribution will give rise to a
bending moment^ '
M = / yoxdA. (7)
The equivalent counter moment, if applied externally, would be simply
M = CIE • . (8)
where C is the curvature (C = a2 in our analysis; Appendix 1), I is the
moment of inertia defined by
I = / y2 dA (9)
and E is Young's modulus. Using this notation and assuming a uniform
flat strip, the maximum equivalent stress would be simply
o(max) = M ~ . . (10)
This a(max) is the number which we have been using for the "residual
stress."
The real residual stress distribution in a web crystal could be
calculated by making a series of split width measurements on a sample In
which a narrow strip is removed from the edge between measurements. The
change in moment would then give the true residual stress in the strip
removed from the ribbon. Some preliminary measurements on web measured
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with and without dendrites indicate that the real stresses are similar
in magnitude to the "residual stress" defined by Equation 10.
3.2 Experimental Web Growth
3.2.1 Introduction
The experimental work during this period encompassed a variety
of areas, including: 1) the evaluation of new low-stress growth configu-
rations, 2) the development of a width-limiting version of the low-
stress J460 design, 3) the development of dynamic configurations for the
control of the interface-to-lid distance, 4) the development of techni-
ques for improved control of lateral temperature distributions in the
growth systems, and 5) the systematic collection of system temperature
and melt level data. During the course of these efforts, we were able to
demonstrate: 1) steady-state web growth, 2) area throughputs exceeding
the contract goals of 30 and 35 cm^/min for transient growth, 3) a new
maximum crystal width of 5.8 cm, and 4) a growth velocity of 3.0 cm/min
at 150 ym thickness.
3.2.2 System Measurements
Two types of system measurements were made routinely during
growth runs: top shield temperatures and melt level. Some lid tempera-
ture measurements were also made, but not on a regular basis. These
measurements serve two purposes: 1) to provide input data for and to
verify the results of the modeling effort; and 2) to enable'us to
correlate growth characteristics, such as the thickness-velocity
relationship, with system temperatures and interface position.
Top shield temperatures were measured with type-K thermocouples
cemented into small holes drilled partially through the shields close to
the edge of the slots. Thermocouple outputs were fed into a datalogger
which prints out the shield temperatures as desired. Temperatures are
recorded at "hold" and "grow." Temperatures were measured as a function
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of coil height and shield spacing. In most runs, temperature data were
obtained for the lowest and highest top shield.
The device used for measuring melt level consists of a depth
gauge micrometer with a quartz rod extension ground to a point at the
tip. Knowing the distance from the top of the furnace chimney to the
top of the susceptor, i.e., the bottom of the lid, one can readily
determine the distance between the melt surface and the bottom of the
lid to within 0.1 mm by measuring the distance from the top of the
chimney to the melt surface and taking the difference between .the two
values. Similarly, changes in melt level during a run can be accurately
determined. Adjustments in melt level to determine the effects of LIN
on growth behavior can be made as desired using the melt replenishment
system.
3.2.3 Multi-Day Runs
During the course of this reporting period, it has become
standard procedure to continue experimental growth runs over a period of
two working days, sometimes longer. This procedure greatly increases
the amount of information that can be obtained from a given run and
simultaneously reduces material costs (crucibles and silicon) and
cleaning and set-up time in relation to growing time.
The furnace can be left unattended overnight because of the
great thermal stability of the growth system and the ability to control
oxide deposition. In addition, time-delayed safety interlocks are
included which shut down the system in the event of failure in the water
supply or electric power.
3.2.4 Coil Geometry
Through experimental variations of the geometry of induction-
heating work coils in web growth furnaces, we have found the front-to-
back dimension of the work coil as well as the length-to-width ratio to
be an important factor in determining the vertical and lateral
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temperature distributions in the susceptor, melt, and lid/shield
stack. This coil shape parameter, in combination with radiation shield
configuration, has been applied to achieve improved temperature profiles
in the newer growth configurations. We have further obtained quantita-
tive information concerning the allowable tolerances in coil dimensions
required to ensure reproducibility between our different growth systems.
3.2.5 Lateral Temperature Distribution
Although the primary requirement for wide web growth is the
generation of the proper vertical temperature profile, the lateral
temperature profile in the lid and shields, as well as the melt, must
also be controlled in order to realize the potential benefits of the
low-stress conditions. Experience suggests that the lateral temperature
distribution is more important for wide ribbons than it is with narrower
ribbons in the 30-35 mm width range, i.e., narrower ribbons are more
forgiving of moderate asymmetries. The thermal requirements of melt
replenishment impose an additional burden on configuring the growth
system for the desired lateral temperature distribution.
The thermal design for producing the desired vertical tempera-
ture profiles is guided by the thermal stress models, but the generation
of the lateral profiles is largely empirical, guided by experience and
experiment. The.goal of the lateral temperature trimming is to achieve
a relatively flat and particularly symmetric lateral temperature
distribution in the growth slot region of the lid, shields, and melt.
The means at our disposal include hardware modifications (fixed during a
run) and work coil and end shield positioning (variable during a run).
Assessment techniques include melt profile measurements, shield tempera-
ture measurements and, of course, web growth characteristics such as
buttoning behavior, dendrite smoothness, widening behavior, characteristic
growth velocity, and residual stress.
Experimental data have been collected on the basic J460, the
width-limiting J460L, the J483, and the newer low-stress growth
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configurations. The results of this work generated a number of hardware
modifications which serve both to generate a relatively flat symmetric
lateral temperature distribution in the melt, lid, and shields and to
improve the thermal isolation between the growth and replenishment
regions of the melt. These modifications included changes in the
susceptor shielding, the movable end shields, and the design of the
lid/shield stack. In addition, the position of. one of the crucible
barriers was changed to improve the symmetry.
3.2.6 Achievement of Area Throughput Goals for Transient Growth
Two of the goals of the present program are demonstrations of
2
web growth area throughput rates of 30 and 35 cm /min for transient
growth. During a portion of this reporting period, experimental web
growth was concentrated on achieving these goals.
The growth configuration selected for this work was the J460, a
low-stress configuration which has been well characterized. It was
carefully thermally trimmed to permit wide high-quality starts and rapid
widening, a procedure which consumed most of a three-day run period.
This was necessary in order to be able to reach a crystal width at which
an attempt at the throughput goals by greatly increasing the pull speed
became feasible in a reasonable length of time. Growth system
modifications and techniques for optimizing the lateral temperature
distributions.
During the next three-day growth period, area growth rates of
2
32.2 and 32.8 cm /min were achieved. In a later run, rates of 29.8 and
2
finally 42.0 cm /min were reached. Thus, the area throughput goals for
transient growth have been met and exceeded. The experimental results
are summarized in Table 2.
These experiments show that web growth is possible at high
growth velocity, up to 8 cm/min at widths over 4 cm. The material was,
of course, very thin. The configuration used was designed for low
stress and improved width, with growth velocity capability being only a
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Table 2
Area Throughput Results
Run No.
RE-418
RE-418
RE-419
RE-419
Date
5-19
5-20
5-26
5-27
Width, cm
4.70
4.65
3.73
5.38
Speed, ci
6.85
7.05
8.00
7.81
2
Throughput cm /min
32.2
32.8
29.8
42.0
secondary consideration. These experiments also demonstrated high-
quality starts at button widths of 3.5 to 4.0 cm.
3.2.7 Growth Experience with the J460L Configuration
A width control version of the low-stress J460 configuration,
designated the J460L, was designed and fabricated. Feed and laser holes
for continuous melt replenishment were included in the lids and top
shields. These parts were configured so as to prevent oxide accumula-
tion during long duration runs, following the design parameters
previously determined and tested empirically. The target steady-state
web width for this design was 4 cm, well below the width at which
thermal stress-generated buckling would occur in the baseline J460
configuration.
The first run with the J460L was made in the J-furnace with the
first and fourth top shields instrumented to provide real temperature
data. The growth results were quite encouraging. The first crystal was
5.1 meters long and reached a width of 4.1 cm, consistent with the
design goal* The melt was replenished continuously during the last 2.5
hours of growth. During the second day of this run, two additional
crystals were grown — the first to lower the melt, the second with
replenishment at a rate somewhat higher than the withdrawal rate — in
order to test growth behavior at different known melt levels. The
thickness velocity characteristics and residual stress were also
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determined for different melt levels. Although there were some small
differences, the general growth behavior of the J460L configuration was
consistent with that of the basic J460 design.
Several runs were made with the J460L in the N-furnace with melt
replenishment during part of the growth periods. Each run was carried
over for a second day. Crystal widths to 4 cm were obtained with growth
periods to 3.5 hours. However, growth behavior was not entirely
reproducible during these runs, suggesting that shield .and coil
positions have not been fully optimized.
One run was made with a modified J460 in which the slot width in
the lower lid was reduced from 6 mm to 4 mm. The purpose of this run
was to verify the prediction of the model that narrowing the slot would
enhance growth velocity by reducing the exposure of the web to the hot
melt surface. The experimental results did indeed show a small increase
in growth velocity and, with minor coil adjustments, good growth,
although the physical dimension of the narrow slot required considerable
care on the part of the operator during growth initiation.
As this work progressed, the techniques described in Section
3.2.5 were developed and applied to establish the thermal parameters for
steady-state growth with the J460L configuration. Several feed stock
materials were used in the replenishment experiments. These were cut
polysilicon cubes, pellets produced at Westinghouse from the Kayex shot
tower, and evaluation samples from an outside supplier. The material
supplied from outside was attractive because it was in a form desirable
for replenishment feed stock and potentially available in quantity.
Preliminary experiments in which it was used as part of the initial
charge yielded high-quality web crystals. However, when the material
was used for melt replenishment during growth, ice particles were
generated at some variable point in time after replenishment was
initiated. This time span varied from a few minutes to an hour or
more. This behavior was not noticed using the shot tower pellets or cut
cubes for replenishment. A run was made in which all three
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replenishment materials were alternated; only the outside-supplied
material generated ice specks, even when etched. Therefore, the use of
this material was discontinued.
It should be noted that with the exception of the last run
described above, the purpose of the runs was to evaluate the effects of
variations of furnace parameters and melt level on growth behavior, not
to evaluate replenishment material. Most of the desired data obtained
in runs using different replenishment material were not compromised.
The principal objectives of these experiments, namely to evaluate the
application of newly developed thermal trimming techniques to the J460L
configuration and to define the thermal configuration for continuous
growth with replenishment, were accomplished.
3.2.8 Web Growth With Dynamic Positioning of Thermal Elements
On the basis of a series of parametric studies, it was concluded
that a growth system in which the growth interface-to-lid dimensional
parameter could be dynamically controlled would be a most likely
candidate for providing increased growth. This dimension is identified
as LIN in Figure 8, Section 3.1.4.2. Figure 12 shows a typical
relationship of LIN to the web contribution of the total velocity of web
growth. The web contribution to velocity is one of two components which
comprise the total velocity of web growth and is dependent upon the heat
of fusion which is removed by conduction through the web. The other
component of total velocity is smaller and essentially unrelated to LIN,
and is dependent upon the amount of heat of fusion that is dissipated
into the supercooled melt.
Referring to Figure 5, an apparent mechanism for reducing LIN is
to increase the melt depth by way of the existing melt replenishment
system. This method was performed in laboratory growth and was found to
increase the growth velocity as predicted. The method has,
unfortunately, an intolerable ill effect on web growth'. Silicon web
growth inherently requires a very shallow melt in order to minimize
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convective flow and its resultant temperature fluctuations in the
melt. When the melt depth was intentionally increased in order to
reduce LIN and increase growth velocity, the resulting temperature
fluctuations were sufficiently severe to prohibit acceptable web growth.
\
In order to reduce LIN and to simultaneously maintain a
satisfactory melt depth, it was necessary to devise an apparatus and
procedure to provide these conditions. Hardware was fabricated and the
system was evaluated in experimental web growth, the first run
designated RE-421. Tests were designed to compare the new system's
performance with the performance of an otherwise identical growth
system. The test results demonstrated a major improvement in growth
velocity. The velocity at standard thickness (150 urn) increased from
1.9 cm/min for the original system to 2.7 cm/min for the new system, a
42% improvement. Details of the new system and its operating procedure
will remain unreported pending completion of patent coverage procedure,
A second dynamic design for controlling LIN (RE-431) generated a
further improvement in growth velocity to 3-0 cm/min at standard
thickness.
Having verified the mechanical function and velocity character-
istics, the next dynamic design (RE-435) was an effort to combine the
enhanced growth velocity resulting from the dynamic control of LIN with
the low-stress characteristics of the J460 design. While we were able
to grow with this configuration, considerable effort would be required
to optimize it.
3.2.9 New Low-Stress Configuration
Some preliminary experiments were performed with a new low-stress
configuration designated the J479, a design which includes a higher
shield stack than the J460 configuration. This design was predicted by
the models to generate lower buckling stresses than the J460 design.
Before this design could be fully evaluated, however, hardware had been
fabricated for an even lower stress design, the J483. It did not seem
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Before this design could be fully evaluated, however, hardware had been
fabricated for an even lower stress design, the J483. It did not seem
productive at this point to continue working to optimize the interme-
diate J479 design when the better J483 was available, so experimental
work was switched to the latter.
The J483 design is characterized by a significantly higher
shield stack than the J460. Preliminary experiments showed that the
lateral temperature profiles generated by the new configuration,
particularly in the melt, were quite different from those found in the
J460 configuration and were not compatible with satisfactory web growth.
Simple adjustments such as coil elevation and movable end shield
position, were insufficient to generate the desired profiles. The
application of some of the techniques discussed in Section 3.2.5 as well
as attention to the work coil shape parameter were required to obtain
satisfactory profiles. Although some good growth has been obtained, to
about 4 cm in width, this configuration has not yet demonstrated the
potential predicted by the thermal models because of some growth
instabilities not related to stress. Considerable progress has been
made, in this area and we.plan further work with this growth
configuration.
Another low-stress growth configuration (J503) was fabricated
and tested experimentally. This design is characterized by the incor-
poration of vertical thermal elements. After some basic adjustments,
preliminary results showed easy starting, good lateral temperature
distribution in the melt, and stable web growth. However, some
modifications on the original design were required in order to bring the
temperatures of some of the thermal elements in line with the thermal
model. Though not yet optimized, crystals greater than 4 cm wide have
been grown with this configuration.
In the course of development of the J483 and J503 configurations,
some modifications were made in hardware components in order to provide
the three-dimensional temperature distributions needed for stable growth.
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well-characterized J460 configuration. The result was an Improvement in
growth and a new maximum undeformed crystal width of 5.8 cm; details
are being prepared for "new technology" disclosure.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The thermal models used for analyzing dendritic web growth and
calculating the thermal stress were reexamined to establish the validity
limits imposed by the assumptions of the models. It would appear that for
ribbon width less than about 4 cm, the models give very good results; for
much wider widths the models become somewhat conservative. Additionally,
the effects of thermal conduction through the gas phase were evaluated and
it was found that the contribution was so small that it was inappropriate
to include these effects in the model.
New growth designs were generated using the modeling results, and
the predicted stress levels were sufficiently small that web crystals in
the 6-7 cm width range should be possible. Further, parametric studies
indicate that improvement in growth speed should result from dynamic
trimming of the LIN parameter, and experimental hardware was fabricated.
More recently, the residual stress -effects in dendritic web were
examined. This parameter may serve as a diagnostic tool for experimental
verification of stress fields near the growth front in much the same way
as the buckling behavior evaluates the stress fields further up the
ribbon.
Experimentally, new techniques for controlling and fine-tuning
temperature distributions in the growth systems have been developed. This
work added significantly to our understanding of the interrelation of the
details of hardware design and growth behavior, particularly in those
aspects of growth not directly related to stress generation. New maximums
were achieved in crystal width, growth velocity at standard thickness,
area throughput for transient growth, and steady-state growth. These were
made possible by our growth in knowledge relating to both the theoretical
and implementation aspects of the web growth process.
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5. PLANS AND FUTURE WORK
Modeling will be continued to improve the low-stress, wide-
growth capability of the dendritic web growth configurations. More
emphasis will be placed on stress generation near the growth front, and
residual stress measurements will be used to evaluate the results of
these design improvements. Experimental effort will continue toward
implementing the results generated by the models.
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6. NEW TECHNOLOGY
A lid design modification of general applicability has been
developed which generates improved lateral temperature p'rofiles in the
growth region and improved thermal isolation between the growth and
replenishment regions of the melt.
A system of growth hardware has been developed for the dynamic
positioning of thermal elements to increase the growth rate of silicon
dendritic web ribbon.
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Appendix 1
RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT
Thermal stresses present during the growth of ribbon crystals
can cause plastic deformation of the material which is then manifested
as a residual stress in the grown material. If a ribbon is obviously
deformed, then there must be some level of residual stress present;
however, in most cases of dendritic web crystals, the crystal itself
shows no macroscopic deformation and the presence of residual stress
must be detected by some measurement technique. In the development of
dendritic web growth technology, the so-called split-width method has
been used to quantify the degree of residual stress present in the grown
ribbons. Although such measurements have been made almost from the'
inception of the program in 1977, very little has been reported on the
actual measurement technique. As with any experimental procedure, the
proper technique is necessary to achieve reliable results, and it is the
purpose of this appendix to document the current practices.
Sample Preparation
For most samples less than about 30 mm wide, a sample strip 20 cm
long is used for the stress measurement; for wider samples, there is some
indication that a 25 cm long sample may be better. If the residual
stresses are large, then the ends of the sample may be distorted and
reliable measurements are available only a ribbon width or so away from
the ends, and since 20 points or so are desired for the analysis, this
dictates a longer strip.
Once the sample strip has been obtained and cleaned of any loose
oxide it is placed on a cutting fixture, which is simply a plastic strip
narrower than the web so that the bounding dendrities overhang the
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edges. The strip has a scribed center line and the web is positioned.so
that the center of the web coincides with the scribed line. Tabs of
Scotch tape are convenient for holding the ribbon in position in this and
in subsequent operations. Using a plastic straightedge and diamond
pencil, the web is then lightly scribed end to end along the centerline.
The strip is then removed from the fixture and inverted so that the scribe
line is on the bottom and placed on a flat, hard surface. Breaking the
sample is accomplished by placing the plastic cutting fixture so that it
rests on one dendrite with an edge on the web section approximately over
the scribe line. Light pressure on the plastic is then usually sufficient
to produce a clean fracture along the length of the sample.
The cutting fixture, which also has cross lines scribed at one
centimeter intervals, is now used as the mount for holding the sample for
measurement. One of the cleaved strips is taped, scribed side down on the
fixture, and the positions of the cross lines roughly indicated by dots
made with a fine permanent marker. The matching strip is then positioned
so that it coincides as closely as possible with the first strip,
especially with regard to alignment of the ends; slight lateral
displacements or angular tilt are compensated for in the subsequent
analysis. Again, small tabs of tape are used to hold the strips with care
being used to avoid any mounting stresses that would compromise the data.
Split-Width Measurement
Actual measurement of the split width is made with a filar
eyepiece on a stereoscopic microscope, although the stereoscopic nature of
the instrument is not necessary. A very useful feature of the equipment,
however, is a continuously adjustable magnification so that the readout of
the eyepiece is directly in micrometers (1 div = 1 ym). The split ribbon
mounted on the plastic carrier is moved beneath the microscope and
measurements are taken every centimeter. The location of the measurement
is determined by the cross scribes on the carrier or, if they are not
visible, then at the position of the ink dots otherwise used for rough
location. In some instances, the quality of the edges of the split strips
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is not good exactly at the cross scribe, and the measurement is better
made at a position as much as a tenth of a millimeter away from the
fiducial line. Such an error is negligible in terms of the total x
position uncertainty compared with the accompanying y uncertainty (split
width).
The uncertainty in the split-width measurement arises from two
sources: 1) the uncertainty associated with the definition of the edge of
the split and 2) the uncertainty associated with the measurement
apparatus. The definition of the edge of the split is to a large extent
dependent on the quality of the fracture. If one attempts to measure the
separation on the same side as the initial scribe line, then the
microchips along the scribe line make it very hard to define the edge. On
the opposite side, however, the edge of the fracture is generally sharp
and well defined, although care must be taken to be sure that the
microscope is well focused on both edges. Even on this side, however,
there may be small local regions where there is difficulty in defining the
edges; in these cases, the measurement can be made on a closely adjacent
region.
The uncertainties associated with the measurement apparatus can be
considered to arise from the finite thickness of the lines in the eyepiece
reticle. The apparent thickness of the lines is about one division, so
the combined uncertainty would be about 1.4 divisions or 1.4 ym at our
present magnification. Analysis of a sample of 20 repeated measurements
at a single location yielded a standard deviation of 1.26 divisions (pro),
in good agreement with rough estimate. It will be shown later that this
uncertainty in the individual measurements is generally in good agreement
with the uncertainty in fitting the data to the required quadratic form.
Data Analysis
The ultimate parameter that is desired from the analysis of the
split-width data is the curvature (or radius of curvature) of one of the
segments of the split ribbon. What is calculated is the mean curvature of
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both segments so that an implicit assumption in the method is symmetry
of the system about the center line. Alternatively, the end result of
the calculation may be considered as a mean residual stress across the
entire ribbon width. A second assumption of the analysis is that the
residual stress does not vary along the length of the sample, an
assumption that is validated by the observation that the measured
residual stress does not vary greatly over ribbon lengths that are much
longer than the sample length.
The actual data reduction is simply obtaining a least squares
fit of the separation of the ribbon segments, y, and position along the
length, x, to the quadratic form
(A-l)
Since the first derivative y' = ai is generally very small «10~3)> the
curvature, y", is easily calculated as 2a2 for the total separation, and
thus the mean curvature of each segment is simply a2* Errors in fitting
the pieces together are reflected in the other coefficients: a constant
separation is reflected in ao and an unintentional angular error in al>
the curvature, a2> should be relatively unaffected. For example,
consider the data shown in Table A-l, which presents the coefficients
and their standard errors for repeated measurements on two samples. The
final data column in the table is the square root of the mean square
deviation for the data points. It can easily be seen that the variation
of a0 and al relative to their uncertainty (standard error) is much
larger than the variation of a2 relative to its standard error.
Further, it should be noted that the root of the mean square deviation
of the data points from the fitted curve (rmsd) is of the same magnitude
in most cases as the uncertainty of the individual split-width
measurements, indicating that the data is well represented by the
quadratic form of Equation A-l.
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Table A-l
Coefficients and Their Standard Errors for
Repeated Measurements on Two Samples
Sample
A
Trial
1
2
'3
103ao
0.76+0.11
0.97+0.19
1.72+0.23
L\J a 1
1.67+0.25
2.43±0.42
3.39+0.50
10°a2
2.07+1.16
-0.21+1.96
-1.03+2.33
rmsd(um)
1.54
2.6
3.1
a
2
1.00+0.13
4.32+0.13
1.80±0.23
1.67+0.22
-3.26+0.87
-3.35+0.22
2.0
1.9
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